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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Feature extraction is the most vital step in image classification to produce high-quality and good content images 

for further analysis, image detection, segmentation, and object recognition. Using machine learning algorithms, 

profound learning like convolutional neural network CNN became necessary to train, classify, and recognize 

images and objects like humans. Combined feature extraction and machine learning classification to locate and 

identify objects on images can then be an input of automatic recognition systems ATR such as surveillance 

systems CCTV, to enhance these systems and reduce time and effort for object detection and recognition in 

images based on digital image processing techniques especially image segmentation that differentiate from 

computer vision approach. This article will use machine learning and deep learning algorithms to facilitate and 

achieve the study's objectives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This article aims to produce high-quality images as input 

for an automatic target recognition system (ATRS) for 

multiple industries, such as surveillance systems CCTV, 

unmanned Flight systems, and others [1].  

Feature extraction is the crucial image classification step 

to producing high-quality and good content images. The 

image processing flow consists of three phases. The First 

phase is feature extraction [2]; we will use different 

methods such as histogram gradients, HOG [3], and 
convolution neural network CNN [4]. 

The second phase is the classification mode used as 

support vector machine SVM [5] and Random Forest RF 

ensemble learning methods [6]. 

In the third phase, we will use clustering methods such as 

structural similarity index matrix SSIM [7] to put output 

images into similar groups to begin the final step, which is 

to analyze and recognize the nature of objects in the 

images to be as input for automated recognition system 

used in applications such mentioned above for CCTV 

system [27] and other systems that required to detect and 
recognize the objects on images. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The essential Image processing key stages are object 

recognition/detection and image segmentation.  

For differences between object detection and image 
segmentation, the process begins with object recognition 

that is split into two operations: image localization and 

image classification. Then we can merge the two last 

operations to form the object detection stage; after the 

object has been identified in the image, we use image 

segmentation to recognize what the object is. As shown in 
Figure-1. 

 
Fig 1. Object Detection Vs. Image Segmentation 

II.I OBJECT RECOGNITION OR 

Object recognition is the way to identify the object in 

images, as shown in Fig 3. Then machine learning and ML 

techniques can then recognize which type of object is an 

illustration of how humans do if it is animal or human, and 

so on. 

 
Fig 2. Object Recognition 
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II.I.I OBJECT RECOGNITION USING MACHINE 

LEARNING (ML) 

 

1. HOG takes samples of images that contain object 

and do not contain object by using an image 

histogram and then train the ML model like SVM. 

2. Bag of features model: represents an image as an 

orderless collection of image features like Scale-

invariant feature transform SIFT [8]. 

3. Viola-Jones algorithm: Extract vast numbers of 

features in the image using Haar-like, then pass 

them to a classifier for the image detection process. 

It is used in most detecting faces on images near to 

real-time. 

II.I.II OBJECT RECOGNITION USING DEEP LEARNING 

(DL) 

- In most cases, the convolution Neural Network (CNN) 
is used for object recognition and image classification. The 

object can be identified by comparing the input of the 

image and the output using multiple classes in terms 

probability of other classes in the model with higher 

values and dropping lower values. This way can do image 

feature extraction without comparing existing data as ML 

does, like R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, SSD, and Yolo v3. 

 

II.I.III CHALLENGES OF OBJECT RECOGNITION (OR) 

- Because CNN depends on the output of classes and 

consists of one layer for each class, the model will 

probably not work when there are different classes in the 
image. Moreover, localization issues arise since output 

classes need to be labeled for objects and the bounding 

box location of objects on the image. 

 

II.II IMAGE CLASSIFICATION (IC) 

- Image labeled as a class for the object using different 

metrics such as accuracy or probability of output classifier 

for input images. The dog has been labeled the class of 

dog with a high probability of up to 97%. As shown in Fig 

3. 

 
 
                     Fig 3. Image Classification 

 

- Classification Algorithms such as SVM, RF, and deep 

learning algorithms Convolutional Neural Networks for 
pre-trained like Vgg 16, Inception, ResNet [9], Stochastic 

Depth ResNet, exception, Mobile Net ..etc. 

-  Four top State-of-the-Art pre-trained models for image 

classification, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 
                     Fig 4. Pre-trained models for image classification 

 

II.III OBJECT LOCALIZATION (OL) 

- This is done by locating the object's existence on the 

image using the dimensions of width and high of an object 
with a bounding box. 

 

II.IV OBJECT DETECTION (OD) 

It uses object localization and image classification 

techniques to produce a bounding box of objects in the 

image with a class label. As shown in Fig. 5, the 

differences between these techniques detect and classify 

objects and images. But, there are some challenges using 

this approach when an object contains curves or does not 

unform shape because it deals with a bounding box for the 

object, so this makes it, in some cases, not accurate when 

there are multiple objects in the image that are very close 
to each other. 

 

 
Fig 5. Object classification and detection boxes 

II.V IMAGE SEGMENTATION (IS) 

- This technique is similar to object detection without 

using a bounding box but using pixel-wise masks for the 

object on the image. So, it can help remove the challenges 
of object detection when objects have non-uniform shapes 

like curves. We will explain more in the next section using 

Mask R-CNN [10]. 

- Image segmentation consists of two methods, first is 

instance segmentation which colors the object based on 

different labeled pixels. The second is semantic 

segmentation, which colors the object-based category class 

labeled. As shown in fig. 6 shows the differences between 

object detection and image segmentation. And Fig. 7 
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shows differences between instant and semantic 

segmentation. 

 
 

Fig 6. Object detection vs. Instant segmentation 

 

 
 

Fig 7. Semantic Segmentation vs. Instant Segmentation 

 

- Using image segmentation to divide the images into 

small groups of segments can reduce the complicity by 

dealing with a simple image for more analysis, and that be 

done pixel-wise for each element on an image with labeled 

categories. Image segmentation has two image 

segmentation approaches and five image segmentation 

techniques described as follows: 

 

II.V.I IMAGE SEGMENTATION APPROACHES 

1. Similarity approach:  
This approach is similar to the clustering approach by 

putting each pixel into a segment based on a specific 

threshold using the similarity between these segments. 

 

2. Discontinuity approach: 

Unlike similarity using a threshold for pixels, it uses pixel 

values intensity like point, line, and edge detection 

techniques. 

  

II.V.II IMAGE SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES 

 
1. Threshold-Based Segmentation: 

These techniques depend on pixel intensity threshold 

values to build binary images and use dynamic threshold 

techniques [11]. 

2. Edge-Based Segmentation EBS: 

These techniques depend on edges operators like color or 

gray levels, So edges can be marked on images even when 

images are in a continuous mode based on discontinuity in 

color or gray levels. 

3. Region-Based Segmentation RBS: 

Divide regions into groups based on similar pixel 

properties such as color and intensity. This technique can 

work more when there are a lot of noises in images. In 

addition, it has two types, one called Region growing and 

the second called split & merge Region. 
4. Clustering-Based Segmentation CBS: 

The most popular methods of this technique are K-means, 

which divides each element into segments based on groups 

using k of clusters and the distance of each component 

from the center of each k.  

5. Artificial Neural Network-Based Segmentation - Mask 

R-CNN. 

 

- There is more than one technique using ANN-based 

segmentation, as follows: 

I. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

II. Region-Based Convolutional Neural Networks 

(R-CNN) 

III. Faster R-CNN with Region Proposal Networks 

(RPN) 

IV. Mask R-CNN  

 

I. Neuron in one layer is connected to CNN is the 

most popular artificial neural network ANN 

technique used for images to optimize the 

processing of image pixel data called a 

convolutional neural network and consists of 

three main layers, as shown in Fig. 8; the first 

layer is the convolution layer use kernels and 

filters to produce feature amp of the input image. 

The second layer, called pooling, summarizes 

feature maps into patches to help create a feature 

map sample and forward it to the next layer. The 

third layer is the "fully" connected layer, ensuring 

every neuron in other layers can identify and 

recognize the object on the image. 

 
       Fig 8. CNN architecture 

 

II. R-CNN, a Region-based convulsion neural network 

[12], uses the regions of interest approach to identify 

the object on the image using bounding boxes and then 

put them into different labeled classes, as shown in Fig. 

9. 
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Fig 9. R-CNN architecture 

 

III. Faster R-CNN is an improved region-based 

convolution neural network method with two stages 

[13]. The first one is called Region proposed network 

PRN, and the name comes from the fact that it 

proposes many objects that exist in an image, as shown 

in Fig.10. 

- In the second stage, called Region of interest pooling, 

Rolpool extract features on images using bounding box 

regression for the object after the classification 

process; as shown in Fig. 11, that feature map is 

extracted using Ropool without the need to filter only 

the object within the Region of interest, and this is why 

it considerably faster to identify and recognize the 

object on image than R-CNN. 

 

 

                                 Fig 10. Region of interest pooling 

 
Fig 11. Fast CNN architecture  

 

IV. Mask R-CNN consists of the most fit used for image 

segmentation since it locates and identifies objects and 

their boundaries like points, lines, and curves, then 

mask them based on that using one of the image 

segmentation approaches (Semantic Segmentation and 

Instance Segmentation). As shown in Fig. 12, mask R-

CNN has three branches, one for class label object, one 

for bounding offset, and one for masking these outputs 

into different colors. 

- Mask R-CNN has a lot of pros and cons; most pros 

like it consider simple, fast, efficient, and flexible with 

good performance compared with other ANN 

techniques like R-CNN and Fast R-CNN [14]. 

 
 

Fig 12. Mask R-CNN Architecture 

 

II.VI DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION BY FEATURE 

SELECTION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION 

 

It is the process of reducing the number of required 

features to analyze and identify the objects on images by 

using multiple parameters and dividing them into two 

ways [15]. 

First is feature selection [16], which uses the most related 

and proper variables from the given dataset using different 

approaches such as correlation, forward selection, and 

selecting the best key K value. 

The second is Feature extraction, which uses a small set of 

variables, including input variables; there are a lot of 
techniques for this stage, and we will use most of them in 

this paper and make some comparisons between them and 

choose the techniques that provide the best results, below 

some of these techniques: 

 

I. PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [17] 

II. LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) [18] 

III. HoG (Histogram of oriented gradients) 

IV. CTD (discrete cosine transform domain) 

V. Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

VI. Speeded-Up Robust Feature (SURF) [19]  

VII. Convolutional neural network (CNN) 

 
 

Fig 13. Feature Extraction vs. Feature Selection 
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II.VII SIMILARITY RETRIEVAL (SR) 

Based on how colors are distributed in the image, the 

pixels will be divided into groups based on the continuous 

Region of the color. Some pixels will be coherent, and 

some are not [20]. This is how retrieving the image will be 
classified based on this and do clustering based structural 

index matrix SSIM methodology to do image similarity 

retrieval process. 

 

II.VIII AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION 

It is a system that immediately recognizes the objects 

based on input sensors used in industries like 

manufacturing, military "Radar," and private sectors such 

as CCTV and traffic monitoring systems. The ultimate 

goal is to enhance the capabilities and increase the speed 

of object recognition to provide the system's input with 

very known objects based on pre-trained datasets to reach 
the system's goal. 

- Possible military applications include a simple 

identification system used in other applications such as 

uncrewed aerial vehicles, cruise missiles, CCTV for 

border security, and safety systems to identify objects or 

people. 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

A description of how the different parts/stages of the 

Proposed system are implemented. As shown in the 

flowchart of how the other parts of the system interrelate 

Fig. 14, First Stage is feature extraction, divided into two 

parts one is the training part and the second is the 

evaluation part.  

Both parts will divide the images into two groups, one for 

good & bad quality images and one for good & bad 

content, then send the suitable images to the second 
classification stage, which is the evaluation part. 

The first stage is the feature selection stage, which will 

select and pickup required features of existing objects in 

images using different algorithms: 

 

I. PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 

II. LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) 

III. HoG (Histogram of oriented gradients) 

IV. DCT (discrete cosine transform domain) [21] 

V. Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

VI. Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF)  

VII. Convolutional neural network (CNN) 

- The best algorithm that gives the best results will be 

chosen for the next stage. 

- The second stage, the classification Stage, will use the 

output of the first stage using good images to do more 

classification processes using multiple image classification 

algorithms and techniques such as support vector machine 

SVM, random forest RF, and ensemble. The next stage 

will choose the algorithm that gives the best results using 

Accuracy, Precision and Recall evaluation. 

- The Third Stage is the cluster stage, which uses different 
techniques to divide images into groups using K-means 

and LBP or any unsupervised machine learning 

algorithms. The best output results will move to the next 

stage. 

- The fourth stage is the detection stage using image 

segmentation techniques that use different techniques such 

as KNN, K-Means, and ANN [22] algorithms using Mask 
R-CNN, and the best output results will move to the next 

stage. 

- The final stage is where one image is selected from a 

cluster of similar images and then passed to the ATR 

system for suitable and quick object recognition and 

tracking [23]. 

 
Fig 14. Image Processing Proposed System Flow 

 

III.I FEATURE EXTRACTION 

       Many methods exist for feature extraction, and this 

paper will focus on three methods: HOG, DCT, and CNN. 

The best results of these methods will be chosen to move 

forward to the next stage.        
HOG mainly uses gradients to provide information about 

the image's content, especially for edges and corners, 

which are more fit for object detection. 

DCT is mainly used to convert spatial information to 

frequency information that provides more information 

about images' quality and divides images based on their 

frequency parameters. 

CNN is mainly used for image classification. It is suitable 

for feature image extraction since it reduces the required 

number of parameters without affecting the image quality 

with high accuracy. Network layers are trained for a 
massive set of images suitable for other tasks, especially 

object recognition. 

 

III.II IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

       There are many algorithms & techniques used for 

image classification, and this paper will focus on two 

algorithms: SVM, RF, and ensemble learning model that 

combine different algorithms (SVM, RF, KNN, and DT). 

SVM, mainly used for the classification and regression of 

images, can reduce segmentation errors on moving objects 

and solve the issue of overfitting in a vast image dataset 

with large features. 
RF is mainly used to classify extensive data, with two 

main parameters: the number of trees and the number of 

features when talking about image classification. 

The ensemble learning model [24] can be used with 

different techniques like bagging, stacking, and boosting, 

and use a mix of algorithms such as SVM, RF, and KNN 

and provide one layer with a meta classifier. 

This stage will use the algorithm or model that provides 

the best results and pass it to the next stage. 
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III.III IMAGE CLUSTERING 

       K-Means [25] is the process of grouping similar 

images and each other's to guarantee non-overlapping 

between groups. It can be used in image clustering 

segmentation and classification using the MNIST dataset. 
K-means can also be used in image segmentation to cluster 

images into related groups correctly. The K-means process 

begins to extract the required features and cluster them 

within groups or partitions with similar features for k-

clusters based on the centroid for each k value. 

       LBP [26] (Local Binary Patterns) is mainly used in 

the feature extraction process "texture" to do labeling for 

input image pixels by using threshold techniques, and the 

result will be a binary number. This means we can then do 

a clustering approach using k-means to provide the 

suitable and required feature in the image. Moreover, LBP 

uses local-based feature representation, especially in facial 
image analysis, and includes processes in object tracking 

methodologies such as face detection, face representation, 

facial analysis, classification, and face recognition. 

 

III.IV IMAGE ANALYSIS & DETECTION USING 

SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES 

       As described in section # 2, many image segmentation 

techniques can be used for images. This stage will use two 

techniques: clustering-based image segmentation using K-

Means and ANN-based image segmentation using the 

Mask R-CNN method. The first process will use mask R-
CNN to detect the object in the image and then use K-

Means to do image segmentation to get the ultimate results 

that can easily distinguish the object to provide it to the 

next stage, which is an automatic recognition system to 

minimize the time and computation when looking for a 

specific object into massive datasets and especially on the 

non-static environment such as for CCTV system [28]. 

 

III.V OBJECT RECOGNITION & AUTOMATIC TARGET 

RECOGNITION SYSTEM ATR 

        The main idea behind this approach is to feed the 

ATR system with the ability to detect the object in real-
time and with minimum time and less computational 

resources, Using CNN techniques based on VGG[29], 

Rest Net[30], and ImageNet[31] methods to achieve the 

goal behind this proposed methodology. The COCO 

dataset [32] will be used as a test benchmark of the final 

model results. 

 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The proposed system will be evaluated for each stage, 

choosing the best results of different use techniques and 

then putting all evaluation stages together to assess the 

whole system once all evaluation values are combined. 

The evaluation criteria will be built on open measures 

values of accuracy, precision, and recall for retrieval 

images. 

 

Precision: Describes how many of the retrieved images 

should be retrieved. (4.1)     
 

Recall: Describes how many of the images that should be 

retrieved are retrieved. (4.2) 
 

Accuracy: Describes how many classifications are out of 

all classifications made. (4.3) 
 

Values consist of the following values: 

True Positive TP; False Positive FP; True Negative TN; 

False Negative FN. 
 

Precision  =
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
                                              

 

Recall        =
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
                                                      

 

Accuracy        =
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 

𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
                                                 

 

- This paper will use a COCO data set containing 328,000 

images with almost 2.5 million instances and 80 classes. 

We use structural similarity index matrix SSIM techniques 

to filter authentic images from degenerate images to 

achieve the best quality image compared with the original 

image by measuring the similarity between images. 

So, depending on this methodology, we below show a 

sample as shown in Fig. 15. Our techniques can 

differentiate between authentic and original images and 

degenerated images for a flower with a percentage of 75 

%.- SSIM has a range value between [0-1], with best 
values that are near one and wrong values near zero, and 

we choose 0.75 consider from better quality images and 

put them in one category that will be used for both training 

and test or evaluation process that will be used in different 

stages. SSIM can also be used for image compression, 

image restoration, and pattern recognition to simulate 

human perception. 

 
 

Fig. 15: An example of a degraded image, the authentic one is 

seen on the left, and the degraded image is blurred on the right 

This task has been processed into two-level to measure the 

model's accuracy, and one includes original and non-

original images, as shown below in fig. 16—second, use 
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only original and authentic images. After that, the final 

images in the specified category will be split into a 

training set and testing set of 80% and 20%, respectively, 

including both original and degenerated images to do the 

evaluation. 

 

Fig. 16: Examples of similar images belonging to the same cluster. 

V. EXPERIMENT SETUP & RESULTS 
 

The simulation of the proposed system was built using 

different tools: MATLAB, RStudio, and Golab, including 

computer vision and neural networks and machine 

learning packages like TensorFlow and Kiras. The primary 

goal of this paper is to create a model that provides the 

best results for detecting and recognizing an object in 

images with minimum time and less computational 

resources than used in an automatic recognition system 

which in this paper will be a CCTV system.  

- Experiments were performed on a single node laptop, 

four cores, Microsoft Windows 10, Core i7 processor, 
1.8GHz speed, 16 GB memory, and 500 

GB HDD and google lab "Golab." Different data sets and 

algorithms are used to build the model. The data sets used 

are COCO and VCC16, which contains many images; we 

chose a sample of "3000 images," including a specific 

object such as flowers and animal "Cat & Dogs," to 

experiment. The algorithms are HOG, DCT, R-CNN, 

SVM, RF, LBP, Learners, and Mask R-CNN. As shown in 

Table 1-4, the results using separated algorithms compared 

to our proposed model provide the best results. 

 

Table 1: Features Extraction Stage 

Type  Total 

Images 

HOG DCT RCNN 

True Positive  3000 2245 2345 2323 

False Positive  3000 304 203 225 

False Negative 3000 710 620 462 

True Negative 3000 259 168 100 

Accuracy  100 83 84 93 

Precision 100 88 90 91 

Recall  100 76 79 83 

 
 

Fig. 17: Feature Extraction Stage Results 

 

As shown in Table 1, describe the results of stage one in 

the proposed model. The R-CNN model provides the best 

accuracy for identifying the required features at 93 % 
compared to DCT with 84% and HOG at 83%, 

respectively. So, based on our adopted methodology will 

choose the output of R-CNN images that will move 

forward to the next stage.  
 

Table 2: Classification Stage 

 

Type  Accuracy Precision Recall 

SVM 97.7 88.9 88.9 

RF 96.9 84.5 84.8 

KNN 97.2 86 88.2 

Learners 98.8 89.6 89.5 

 

 
 

Fig. 18: Classification Stage Results 
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As shown in Table 2 describe the results of stage one in 

the proposed model. 

The learner model mixes more than one algorithm and 

provides the best accuracy for image classification with 

98.8 % compared to SVM at 97.7%, KNN at 97.2%, and 
RF at 96.9 %, respectively. So, based on our adopted 

methodology will choose the output of Learner model 

images that will move forward to the next stage.  

 
Table 3: Clustering Stage using pretrained images data set VGG16 

 

Type  Accuracy Precision Recall 

K-means 96 98 92 

KNN 96.5 98.4 93 

DT 97.3 99.4 94 

Logistic Regression 98 99.4 96 

 
 

 
Fig. 19: Clustering Stage Results 

 

As shown in Table 3 describe the results of stage one in 

the proposed model. 

Logistic regression provides the best accuracy results for 
image clustering with 98 % compared to DT 97.3%, KNN 

96.5%, and K-means 96 %, respectively. So, based on our 

adopted methodology will choose the output of DT images 

that will move forward to the next stage.  

 
Table 4: Image Segmentation for Object detection & recognition: 

 

Object Accuracy Precision Recall 

Cat 78 77.8 93 

Dog 74 77 88 

Person 82 82 95 

Flower 79 80 90 

Airplane 76 80 92 

 

 
 

Fig. 20: Image Segmentation Stage Results 

As shown in Table 4 describe the results of stage one in 

the proposed model. 

Image segmentation-based artificial intelligence 

techniques using Mask R-CNN provide the best accuracy 

results for most objects from sample data set images 

ranging between 74 – 82 %. So, based on our adopted 
methodology will choose the output of the model images 

that will move forward to the next stage.  

 
Table 5: Final Output to be provided to ART – CCTV. 

 

Object Accuracy Precision Recall 

Cat 83 84 98 

Dog 79 83 93 

Person 90 87 99 

Flower 84 85 95 

Airplane 83 85 97 

 

 
Fig. 20: ATR – CCTV Object Detection Results 

As shown in Table 5 describe the results of stage one in 

the proposed model. 

Object Detection & recognition is the last stage in the 
prosed model that provides better accuracy after passing 
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images to multiple filtrations. Detection accuracy varies 

between 79 – 90 % and is considered more accurate and 

efficient than filtration only using one technique, as shown 

in Table 4. Moreover, as shown in Fig 22 & Fig. 23, the 

ATR system could easily differentiate between objects 
compared with Fig. 21 using a segmentation approach 

based on the proposed model. 

 

 
 

Fig. 21: Image Segmentation Result using one technique  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 22: Proposed System Results  

 

 
 

Fig. 23: Proposed System Results 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

     Using a digital image processing approach with 

different techniques to build another method of object 

detection and recognition used in the computer vision 

approach to be part of an automatic recognition system 

such as a surveillance system CCTV is the aim of this 

paper. 

The proposed model uses more than one stage to filter the 

images before entering the CCTV system to provide the 

best results with high accuracy and fewer computational 

resources. 

Stage one of the proposed model's built-based feature 

extraction techniques using HOG, DCT, and R-CNN for a 

sample of COCO data set and providing the highest 

accuracy using R-CNN techniques, then passing these 

images to the second stage. 

Stage two uses classification techniques like random forest 

RF, KNN, SVM, and ensemble learner to provide the 

highest accuracy using the ensemble model to pass for the 

third stage. 

 

Stage three uses image clustering techniques like LR, DT, 

KNN, and K-means, which provide the highest accuracy 

using LR that pass to the final stage. Stage four and the 

final one used image segmentation techniques like K-

means and Mask R-CNN; object detection and recognition 

accuracy in this stage using artificial neural network Mask 

R-CNN reached 82 %, and when the final image set 

passed to the ATC-CCTV system, the accuracy increased 

and reach up to 90 %.  

In future works, we could improve our model and build a 

prototype for the proposed model to demonstrate the 

model's feasibility in analyzing CCTV images. 
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